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C. L. Henderson P~ .Iedroi~/ 
Assistant Directo for Administration 
Office of the Director of.Regulation 

J ELEPHONE CALL FROM LEONARD TROSTEN, JCAB, FRIDAY, NOVEMBER.19, 

CONCERNING CONSOLIDATED EDISON - CONGRESSMAN MULTER 

Mr. Trosten indicated he had prepared a draft letter from Congressman.  

Holifield to Congressman Multer re the Consolidated Edison 
matter and 

wanted to assure that language in'the draft re AEC inspection 
reports 

indicating no hazard radiation levels.HudSOn was alright. 
I told him 

it sounded alright but I would like to have Dave Low or one 
of his 

staff review the language to be sure that it was correct. 
(Boyce Grier, 

Compliance, later talked with Trosten and cleared the language.) 

Mr. trosten also indicated that he had heard that we planned 
to brief 

Congressman Multer. Apparently this information came from Commissioner 

Ramey during his discussion with Trosten at the AIF meeting. 
I told 

Trosten that I was aware ther "e had been discussions on the 
subject but 

I would have to check as to what specific arrangements were 
being 

made.. I told him I would call him Monday.  

Icalled Vinciguerra and Bob O'Neill and learned that the 
Commission 

had requested-at a recent Information .Meeting a joint GM-DR 
briefing 

for Multer. Multer, however, was out of the country and would not be 

back until December 15. Vinciguerra also mentioned that it was his.  

understanding that Swartout had discussed this with Dr. Beck.  

I called Trosten on Monday, November-22, and told him that we 
were 

prepared to brief Multer; however, we had learned he was out of 
the 

country until December 15.- Trosten indicated that Hoblifield was 

interested'in this 'matter.* I suggested that perhaps they would wish., 
to participate in the briefing. He felt this was a good idea and* 

would check with Holifield on it. In view of Holifield's interest 

in the matter I also told him of our exchange of corresponden 
ce with 

Ottinger on the same subject. I indicated I would send copies of 

our exchanges with Ottinget.  

cc: H. L. Price 
C. K. Beck 
L. D. Low 
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